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A new pub for Tottenham.

614 High Road, N17 9TA
@thebluecoatspub     hello@thebluecoatspub.com

20 lines of keg, craft 
and cask. Food by  

Lucky Chip – “best 
burgers in London” 
according to Time Out.

Set in the historic 1830 
building, formerly The Blue 
Coats School for Girls.

Live sport and 
music. Outdoor 
terrace. Upstairs 
room available for 
hire (space for up 
to 70 People).
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Editor’s letter
What a year it’s been so far! We moved 
into our own office near Tottenham 
Green, are now on our third issue and 
are celebrating our second birthday 
this month (discoveringtottenham.com 
launched in September 2016). 

I’m really proud to be bringing you our 
penultimate issue of the year, all about 
fashion and beauty. Whilst putting 
this issue together, we were fortunate 
enough to visit many of the amazing 
studios and workspaces that belong to 
the creatives on these pages, and get a 

glimpse into their ways of working.

It’s also so important now to think 
about the environment and the impact 
our actions have on the world. Our 
cover story, José Hendo, focuses on 
eco-sustainable fashion and has done 
some amazing things with one of man’s 
most ancient fabrics - barkcloth (find 
out more on page 10).

We had a great time putting these 
stories together and I hope you enjoy 
reading them!

Hazel Brown
Founder & Editor
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When did you first realise you were 
interested in fashion? I’ve always been 
really into clothes I would say more 
than fashion - what people wear, why 
they wear it, where they wear it - it’s 
fascinating. I loved watching my cousins 
and siblings get ready to go out when 
I was small. I’m also from a Jamaican 
family and I feel like style, not fashion, 
has always been an inherent part of 
Jamaican culture.

What’s your relationship to 
Tottenham?   Tottenham nurtured me 
and my label - it gave me an affordable 
way to grow and manage my little label 
out of the glare and expense of the East 
End. It inspired me daily and contributed 
greatly to my designs. 

You have had shows in both Seven 
Sisters Market and Stronghold - what 
was the idea behind this? It’s about 
celebrating communities in parts of 
London that traditionally do not usually 
host the fashion crowd. Small business 
people working hard in their corner 
should be celebrated and both these 
places welcomed me and my ideas and 
I’ll always be grateful.

Is it important to you to use local 
venues? When it’s right, yes - it has to 
be connected and feel real and honest, 
not exploitative.  

You also produced a fashion zine about 
Seven Sisters - what was the motivation 
behind the project? It was an extension 
of the show.

Where is your line manufactured? The 
UK, Italy, Portugal and Turkey.

What’s been your biggest success so 
far? That’s a tough one, but ultimately 
it’s been holding on to my vision and 
making it work.

What are your biggest influences? 
People, music, subculture. 
martine-rose.com

Menswear designer Martine Rose is influenced by Tottenham and was based here 
for ten years. She has had fashion shows at Seven Sisters Market and Stronghold 
Climbing Centre.

Clockwise from top left: Autumn/Winter 17 show 
in Seven Sisters Market; Martine Rose; Spring/
Summer 18 show at Stronghold Climbing Centre



Boombastic Braids
Boombastic Braids is run by 
Rashida.

Can you describe what you do? 
I run a mobile hair braiding 
business, and provide the hair 
for my clients. I realised black 
women get really anxious about 
their hair appointments. If they 
go to the salon and it’s packed 
and they can’t get their hair done, 
they don’t know what to do. I 
thought I’d go to them instead.

I started braiding my own 
hair and moved onto family 
and friends. After that I started 
braiding for clients after work, 
sometimes doing hair until 
1am. I thought ‘If I get an 
appointment every day after 
work for a month, I can leave my 
day job.’ That was the plan, and it 
worked. I left a year ago in May.

What’s your relationship to 
Tottenham?  For my whole life, 
I’ve lived with my parents in my 
family home in Tottenham. My 

grandma used to own it and my 
dad bought it from her.

When did you first get into 
braiding hair? My parents are 
Rastafarian and I wore my hair 
in locs growing up, but at the 
age of 10 I decided to cut them 
off. After that my auntie became 
my regular braider. I found it 
fascinating how she would create 
such amazing styles. I knew I 
wanted to do this for myself and 
practiced the techniques. Prior to 
using the extensions I was doing 
cornrow styles in the playground 
in primary school.

What’s your favourite style to 
braid? Although I like doing 
creative cornrow styles - what I 
really enjoy is box braids. I love 
how they hang and how they 
look when finished. 

What’s been your biggest hair 
challenge? My friend Haylee 
asked me to do hair styling at 
one of her fashion shows. That 

really pushed me because I’d 
never worked in a space where 
there was more than one client 
before. I did at least eight 
people’s hair in half an hour slots. 
I was able to learn new 
techniques working 
with other braiders - it 
was brilliant.

What are your plans 
for the future? I want 
to find a space so that 
I can start teaching 
young people how to 
braid and take care of 
their natural hair. It’s a 
skill that they can pass down to 
someone else as well.

I recently started a new 
venture to develop a hair salon 
in Gambia in an area that is very 
underdeveloped. My partner’s 
cousin has a fully equipped hair 
salon, but it needs its profile 
raised. Her work is so good that I 
think it should be showcased.
Instagram: @boombasticbraids

Rashida (left). Top 
& bottom: some of 
Rashida’s braiding styles



Leonie is the founder of Massage In 
Motion and is based just off Philip Lane 
in South Tottenham.

Can you describe what you do? I’m a 
massage therapist and have my own 
massage business, Massage in Motion. I 
deliver deep tissue, holistic, therapeutic 
and pregnancy massage. I’m really 
interested in getting people’s bodies 
working perfectly.

I work with a huge range of people. 
They might be recovering from strokes or 
major surgery, have long term conditions or 
even be women going through IVF.

What’s your relationship to Tottenham? 
Tottenham has always been my home. It’s 
given me the opportunity to be around every 
race, language, creed. It’s vibrant, colourful 
and noisy and I love it.

What’s your background? My degree was 
in ballet and contemporary dance. I started 
dancing aged four, competed all the way 
up, went to college and did my degree at a 
specialist conservatoire in Greenwich.

What attracted you to massage? While 
I was training I always used to say, ‘I feel 
like any other artist.’ If you’re a musician, 
you know your instrument, you know how 
to tune it, you know how to look after 
it. I felt like there wasn’t enough of the 
same emphasis on our bodies. That’s my 
instrument. If I’m a dancer, then I should 
understand every tiny detail about my body.

After I graduated I got injured and was 
out for maybe a year. It was a back injury 
and I was seeing an osteopath, a regular 
massage therapist and having personal 
training sessions that really helped my 
recovery. I went on a little taster day, did the 

anatomy and physiology side and thought 
‘This is me.’  That experience informs my 
touch. I know what it feels like to be injured 
and for it to be painful to sit up and sit 
down.

Could you recommend a good starter 
treatment? If there’s no particular pain or 
issue then I would suggest a therapeutic, 
holistic massage. Really nice, not super 
deep, and it really works on relaxing you and 
improves circulation.

What’s been your biggest success? Opening 
my therapy space at home. I started to see 
some clients that had restricted movement, 
began working from home in my living 
room and realised I needed a bit more space. 
We converted the back of our downstairs. It 
was nerve wracking and worrying - you put 
money into something and you hope that 
it will be successful and it really has been. I 
love having a space that’s exactly how I want 
it to be.

What are your future plans? I recently 
did my qualification to be able to teach 
massage therapy. I’d love to teach other 
professionals and continue their professional 
development.
facebook.com/mimlondon

Iren is the founder of Betsy’s Closet Swap Shop and 
has appeared on BBC’s Right on the Money.

Can you tell us a bit about yourself? I work as recycling 
adviser, smarter travel consultant, sustainability assessor 
and eco-workshop leader. As well as Betsy’s Closet 
Swap Shop, I founded BUTTrFLY - a cigarette litter 
prevention scheme for music festivals which we piloted 
at Boomtown this August. Our volunteers distributed 
pocket ashtrays and raised awareness on the issue of 
cigarette litter, spreading the message ‘Leave no trace.’

When did you first become interested in swapping your clothes? 
In my teens I didn’t really care about fashion. My mum and my 
brother used to buy way too many clothes and discard “old” ones 
they didn’t want to wear anymore. I would always end up rescuing 
and wearing their clothes because it felt really wasteful.

Why is it important to swap and not buy? Fast fashion pollutes the 
planet. We need to slow it down using the power of our choices as 
consumers. Drop the demand, and supply will fall. The swap shop 

is not an excuse 
to dump stuff you 
don’t want - we ask 
people to bring the 
quality they expect 
to find.

Our events focus 
on sustainability, 
connecting like-
minded individuals 
and promoting 
positive body image.

What’s your 
relationship to 
Tottenham? I live 
in and love N15. 
I’d like to rent a 
small warehouse 

space locally and have a permanent swap shop in Tottenham, and 
be able to provide a space to teach school children about the impact 
of fashion on the environment. In the future I want to reach out to 
other local businesses to host more swap events in the area.

You’ve previously popped up at Tottenham Green Market. Where 
else can we find you?
I’ll be in Shoreditch and Camden from September until December.
facebook.com/betsysclosetswapshop
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TOTTENHAM.

IT’S THE BUSINESS!
Haringey Council has 
Opportunity Investment 
(OIF) loan funding available 
at great rates for businesses 
looking to expand or move 
to Tottenham. Businesses 
that want to grow and create 
high quality employment are 
encouraged to apply.

To find out more visit www.tottenham.london/OIF
or email tottenhamregeneration@haringey.gov.uk

HC 1374 OIF Advert 213mm x 300mm AWv1.indd   1 30/07/2018   13:08



How long have you been doing hair? I 
started cutting hair when I was 12, started my 
apprenticeship at 15 and I’m 48 now.

How did that come about? My mum 
was always into hairdressing. I was quite 
independent by the age of 12 and I went to 
get a Saturday job. I wouldn’t say my mum 
was a bad parent, but she had a lot of issues 
going on and we got left on our own. I used 
to get my friends to see what was happening 
in the salon and try it out.

I remember the first flat top I did was on 
my brother. It looked great straight on. I had 
a razor and I was looking in the mirror and 
getting it flat on top not realising I’d shaved 
the top of his head! When he put his head 
down he had a bald spot.

What you do now in your studio? I’m 
predominantly a session hairdresser so I 
specialise in doing commercials and photo 
shoots. It can range from fashion, to GHD, 

to Jessie J, to The Times magazine.
My dream was to have my own personal 

space to be able to create and give clients the 
perfect haircut. I’m really into cutting hair, 
I always have been. I’ve been very  lucky to 
work with the best hairdressers in the world 
and I’ve travelled all over the world flicking 
hair around.

I used to go on the Dreamliner aeroplane 
a lot on my travels. When it comes in to 
land the lights start changing colours. It’s 
soothing and I wanted to bring that style of 
lighting in here. Someone gave me this light 
to cut hair under and I don’t have to worry 
about the ambient lighting anymore because 
everything is going on underneath, enabling 
me to give you this soothing light and colour 
therapy.

I wanted somewhere that was equally 
relaxing for the clients to sit in as well as for 
me to work. Hairdressing is always a two-
way thing. It’s about communication with the 
client and also them being comfortable and 
me being comfortable.

The light the studio is also really good for 
photography. 

Who have you worked with over the years? 
Everyone from the Queen of Brunei to Steve 
Coogan and Jennifer Saunders. I’ve done lots 
of different things over the last 20 odd years. 
I went to Asia to do hair for the Brunei royal 
family for 22 years. I was doing that once 
a month. It would take me 20 hours to get 
there, do that for a day, and come home. 

How did you end up cutting celebrity hair 
and moving away from the salon? In my 
early 20s I started working for Nicky Clarke 
and became their artistic director by the age 
of 24. He sponsored another hairdresser 
who’s the biggest hairdresser in the world 
you’ve probably never heard of, Guido Palau, 
and I was his number one. He came to Nicky 
Clarke and picked a team to work with him 
and we travelled the world doing all the 

fashion shows: Alexander McQueen, Versace, 
Gucci, Chanel. It progressed from there and I 
started to do my own thing.

I got more into doing advertising. I’ve 
shot about 500 hair commercials. What I do 
is quite specialist. They come to me and say 
‘We’ve got a commercial, we want the girl 
to walk through the door, hair to go boof, 
explode, then fall down and be perfect.’  Then 
I have to work out how to do that. Wires, 
wind machine, rolling it back when she comes 
in.

What made you decide to move into 
Tottenham? From living and working in 
Soho and Covent Garden, everybody has 
slowly started moving north and I’ve gradually 
started coming this way more and more. Then 
the studio became available here. I get a lovely 
big space and a lot of my friends live round 
here so it was a perfect move.

What are you most proud of? Lots of 
different things! Some of the big commercials 
I’ve done have been amazing. Working on 
film is one of my passions, but also I love 
cutting hair. That’s the one thing you don’t 
tend to do on film sets. I got this place so I can 
actually enjoy cutting hair. I was responsible 
for cutting Jessie J’s fringe in her debut music 
video for Do It Like a Dude - I’m pretty 
proud of that.

Can you tell us a bit about the work you’ll be 
doing with the make-up artist? She’s quite a 
prominent make-up artist called Yin Lee. We 
want to do a master class in make-up and hair. 
It would be aimed at professionals or people 
that want to get into the industry - people  
who  are training and want to add a bit more 
to their skill set.
simonmaynardhair.com 
+44(0)7966 161770
Simon is offering 50% off haircuts for DT 
readers. Bring your copy of the mag along to 
your appointment to redeem.

STM Studio - Simon Maynard Hair
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José Hendo
Eco-sustainable fashion designer José Hendo 
specialises in barkcloth, an ancient non-woven 
Ugandan fabric. Barkcloth is made from the 
bark of the Mutuba Tree (Ficus Natalensis), 
is biodegradable, organic and manufactured 
without the use of chemicals. In 2005 it was 
proclaimed by UNESCO part of the world’s 
“Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity.”

We visited José’s studio to have a chat, 
where we were joined by one of her clients 
Winnie Ssanyu Sseruma. When Winnie 
first visited José she found her first barkcloth 
collection at the back of a garment rail. ‘What 
is it doing here? Get it out!’ She told her, ‘This 
is what you need to focus on.’

José explained ‘I love creating and working 
with a cloth that’s ancient to man. As an artist 
I’m able to express myself through this cloth. 
This is my therapy.’ 

Before starting her own sustainable 
clothing label, José was an established 
bridalwear designer. She has designed 
wedding garments for clients including the 
Princess of Tooro. ‘That was a high moment. 
I even named a dress after her.’

Despite her accomplishments, José 
realised she couldn’t carry on in the fashion 
world without finding deeper meaning. 
‘With bridalwear, everything is prim and 
proper and perfect, but for just that one day.’

‘I was not happy to go on with what I was 
doing unless it meant something. It had to 
leave a positive impact on society... I realised 
through my research how wasteful we are. 
The throwaway culture. Fast fashion.’  

She decided to go back to university to try 
to find out how she could make a difference 
through her work. ‘That’s how I came up with 
the idea of sustainable by design.’

José’s mantra is ‘Reduce, reuse, recycle 
(R^3).’

‘“Reduce” underpins everything. You 
reduce the impact, the wastefulness, the 
labour, energy and spend. Everything is 
affected by the choices we make, so when you 
start designing that’s when you make that 
decision to design something that makes a 
difference.’

She explained the five important factors 
when it comes to thinking sustainably. 

1. Reduce, reuse, recycle
2. Ethical (supply chain recognition)
3. Timelessness (multi-purpose pieces)
4. Natural fibres (organic, eco-textiles,  

     recycled)
5. Produced locally (price point)
José explains that one of the best things 

about barkcloth is that it can be harvested 

annually for up to sixty years without killing 
the tree. The bark is stripped from the tree, and 
the tree is wrapped to protect it and enable it 
to generate another bark ready for harvest the 
following year. The stripped bark then goes 
through a process of softening with heat and 
steam, beating, stretching and pulling and is 
then dried in the sun.

José explained that she set up her NGO, 
Bark To The Roots (B2TR), three years ago 
to increase usage of barkcloth internationally, 
connect the growers and processors with 
other people who work with barkcloth and 
encourage more Mutuba Tree planting. She 
told us ‘The ecosystem where these trees are is 
in great balance. Where they cut them down 
it’s destroyed.’

‘We’re connected to the community that 

has kept this tradition alive and they can also 
see where we’re taking it and that their efforts 
are not wasted. They get the full benefit. 
There’s no middle man. The man who makes 
the barkcloth is the one who gets the money.’

The cloth is very significant in Uganda. 
One of its main uses was as a burial cloth due 
to properties that enable it to mummify the 
body. Prior to this it was used in the home, 
worn as clothing by everyone, and later by 
healers and members of the Ugandan royal 
family. It was once used as a barter system 
instead of money.

José showed her line at the first Kampala 
Fashion Week in Uganda which was followed 
by her own show, Bark To The Roots, in the 
Uganda Museum.

Winnie explained that José’s designs were 
so avant-garde and contemporary that people
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didn’t realise that it was barkcloth. ‘No one 
had ever done anything like that before, 
making it accessible outside of Uganda - 
she has taken it to another level which is 
phenomenal.’

José’s latest collection, Signs of the Now, 
takes inspiration from her previous seasons. 
‘Signs of the Now is a way of saying that we 
have to stop being wasteful now. I will have 
things on that runway that will make people 
stop and think: “that’s definitely too much 
plastic,” or “landfill space is running out.”’

‘The oceans are crying out, the forests have 
been chopped down and this has created an 
ecosystem that’s no longer balanced,’ she 
continues. ‘No matter where you are in the 
world you get effected by this... We’re not 
safe wherever we are. Signs of the Now is 
saying we have to see the signs for what they 
are, take them on board, react to them and 
realise that we can’t carry on the way we are. 
I knew this 18 years ago, and I know it now 
more than ever.’

‘Think about a cotton T shirt that’s less 
than the price of a cup of coffee. Who made 
that T shirt? Who planted that cotton? 
Did they get paid the right money for that 
cotton? Communities are dying because of 
the pesticides used in growing the cotton. 
It affects their whole ecosystem because it’s 
around the food that they eat. It’s in the air. 
Then you use the T shirt one summer and you 
throw it in the bin because it was so cheap. 
Who is making the money? Something is 
wrong here. I’m not saying things should be 
very expensive, but we need to be mindful 
that behind every object that we see, there is 
a life that matters.’

José told us that barkcloth allows her to 
create crazy shapes. ‘It can be quite rigid but 
then it can be quite soft. Sculpture is my 
thing. It’s really good structure wise. It’s the 
way you cut it, the way you put it together. 
You can mould it into shape.’

Her barkcloth pieces are also displayed 
across the world, including in Uganda 
Museum, World Culture Museum in 
Sweden, FIDM/Fashion Institute of Design 
and Merchandising in LA, Charles H Wright 
Museum of African American History, 
Detroit and World Culture Museum, 
Frankfurt. Her work is soon to be on display 
in the British Musuem and in the Cultures of 
the World exhibition at Rautenstrauch-Joest 
Museum, Cologne.

As well as the barkcloth, José says that her 
heritage is one of her influences. ‘I grew up 
in a family of nine where we never wasted 



anything, so that’s intrinsically 
part of who I am.’ 

All of José’s clothes are 
manufactured in her studio in 
Tottenham so that she can ‘make 
sure that nothing goes to waste.’ 
José says: ‘I have to be part of 
the whole process and I think 
it’s important to bring back this 
tradition of “Made in England” 
because I think we’ve lost that. 
The price is going to be more but 
you know the person who made 
it is contributing to your society. 
Why are we taking our work 
abroad when we could have all 
these jobs here?’

José started a garment 
construction workshop in 
Coombes Croft Library, near 
the stadium, which is now 
continued by someone else. She 
also provides two to three month 
internships to young people who 
want to get into the industry. 
‘By the time they leave they’ve 
taken on our ethos and our way 
of thinking.’

José believes that young 
people are the most important 
when it comes to educating 
people about sustainability. ‘If 
it’s introduced in schools as part 
of their learning, in textiles and 
art. They can take it on board and 
work with it.’
josehendo.com 
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Clockwise from top left: all Moto 
Silhouette collection; barkcloth 
dress; (centre) dress from Identity 
My Way collection.



Tottenham local Selma Nicholls has 
dedicated everything she has to her business 
and her passion for her work is infectious. 
Looks Like Me is a talent and casting 
agency which aims to raise the profile of 
under-represented groups in the advertising 
and fashion world. They currently focus on 
children from a few months old up to the 
age of 10.

Selma explained that it all started when 
her daughter, who was three at the time, 
came home from nursery one day saying 
that she wanted straight hair. Selma stayed 
silent hoping it was a phase that would soon 
pass. ‘A month later she came home saying 
she didn’t want to be brown anymore.’ This 
concerned Selma and she wanted to show 
her daughter that there were other children 
out there like her.  

They watched the film Annie together, 
and when her daughter Riley-Ann saw black 
actress Quvenzhané Wallis as Annie Bennett, 
she said ‘Mummy, look - Annie is beautiful... 
I am Annie and Annie is me. She looks like 
me.’ Selma started to do some research into 
the advertising and fashion industry and she 
realised that it was lacking in diversity. She 
wants to use the agency to help children to 
see others in their own image and change 
perceptions.

Since Looks Like Me started two years 
ago, they have worked with 100 children. 
Selma has been mentored by Dr Karen 
Blackett OBE, first UK Country Manager, 
of creative agency WPP and has received a 
Virgin start up loan. Looks Like Me have 
worked on campaigns with Sainsbury’s, 
Tesco and #sowhiteproject (raising awareness 
of the lack of diverse imagery in marketing 
and advertising).

When we met Selma, Looks Like Me 
had just finished a video casting for June 
Sarpong’s book Diversify. ‘It’s a really 
beautiful cast of young people from all 
different backgrounds, speaking about 
different subjects like love and relationships, 
that makes you feel that life is a lot simpler 
through the eyes of children.’

The agency’s biggest success is its global 
reach, which Selma says was achieved from 
producing some images based on the film 
Black Panther. ‘That really got us on the 
map in many different places... in regards to 
championing for good.’

Selma explained that the kids that she 
works with are chosen because of their 
personality - it’s not necessarily about being 
cute. ‘It’s about putting people forward who 
you don’t normally see... We have some 
children on our books that have different 

disabilities, who have visible and non-visible 
conditions.’

Selma says the drive she has is from her 
daughter. ‘Through doing Looks Like Me 
the world has changed through her eyes. She 
acknowledges everybody as beautiful, and 
she acknowledges even herself as beautiful. 
She sees everyone as awesome in their 
own rightful self as they are, but before she 
didn’t, she thought one particular group was 
beautiful and that everyone else should be 
like that particular group.’

Her plans for the future include a 
photo book for children which she aims to  
distribute in nurseries so that when babies 
are picking up books they see another baby 
that looks different to them. ‘The first book 
is of BAME children, all different shades of 
brown from albinism, who have very white 
skinand light eyes, to children that have very, 
very dark skin... We have lots of babies that 
are just doing what babies do... Rather than 
asking why it’s creating something new and 
needed, putting it out there and being part 
of the solution.’

Selma wants  to continue to do great 
casting, gain more visibility and connect 
with studios that are already in Tottenham.
lookslikeme.co.uk
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Solo shots inspired by Black Panther
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Tottenham Textiles
Luis Lopez-Smith started Tottenham 
Textiles three and a half years ago. They 
are a small team: Luis, Holly and Megan 
(who Luis used to teach at Middlesex 
University) and Jamz their apprentice. They 
also regularly provide work experience and 
mentoring opportunities.

Luis says they are a sportswear atelier at 
their heart. ‘We put the same level of work 
into our product as high-end makers. Our 
output is sportswear and streetwear. We do 
make a lot of clothes but what we’ve been 
known for is a go-to place for quite reactive 
projects.’

‘We’re a bit like a sample studio so 
we’ll do anything from taking garments 
from drawings or an idea through to a first 
prototype. We don’t do long runs, so a lot of 
the time it’s for a one off piece. We do that 
for garments, branding, printing and other 
elements. It’s a way of developing products 
for people rather than mass producing.’

‘The idea is to free up our time by doing 
commercial work and use it to share our skills 
and know-how of machinery and process 
with people who want to learn. We work 
with Project Future in Northumberland 
Park and they send us young people on 
referral who are starting up fashion brands 
or need branding or design advice.’

Our interview took place  during the 
World Cup, when Tottenham Textiles were 
working on a commission to embellish and 
customise the tracksuits that the England 
team wore to fly home. ‘We have the 

expertise to pull apart 20 tracksuits in an 
afternoon, print them, embroider them and 
put them back together. A lot of other places 
will just slap a logo on something and they 
haven’t got the deeper clothing knowledge.’

One of Tottenham Textiles’ most widely 
reported pieces of work to date was Nike’s 
White Shirt Project. 11 England shirts were 
given to different individuals and groups 
to tell their story of ‘Football, fearlessness 
and overcoming something.’ This included 
rappers Bugzy Malone and Big Zuu, 
Football Beyond Borders, Hackney Laces, 
Hidden Jewels and a group from Alridge 
Academy (the school that had to relocate 
due to the Grenfell Tower fire.) ‘We spent 
six months on negotiation, concept and 
fine tuning and then about a month in 
production. We made a zine, a three minute 
film, 11 shirts, did the creative for the whole 
project, and designed the whole exhibition 
that was in Nike Town.’

Tottenham Textiles have worked with 
artists including Sampha and Skepta (they 
designed the bags to go with his first shoe) 
and are in discussions to work with more 
rappers and musicians in the future. ‘A lot of 
musicians want to do their own brands. It’ll 
be interesting to see what comes of it.’

Luis said, ‘I’ve lived all over: London, 
Manchester, Wales and I’ve travelled a lot, 
but Tottenham has always been on my 
radar ever since my best mate as a kid was 
obsessed with Spurs. When I moved here 
and the space came up it all fell into place. I 

think it’s a really amazing place and it’s been 
through so much. But the future is bright 
for Tottenham, there is so much talent and 
I’m excited to be here and be involved in a 
postive way.’

Luis explains that Tottenham Textiles 
value their work in the community as much 
as their commercial work. ‘Tottenham 
Textiles is here because there was a need.  I 
met these young, mostly, men who wanted to 
get off the road, change their situations for 
the better and have this talent for fashion, 
styling and design. It’s a bit of a mad thing 
to say but there are no other facilities that 
cater to that.’

Luis tells us that apprentice Jamz is doing 
really well. ‘Jamz didn’t know anything when 
he came in, he’s been here nearly a year. He’s 
quite an eloquent young man and he is 
super thankful for what he’s learnt. He’s got 
designs and is building his own brand.’

Tottenham Textiles launched their in-
house brand at the end of July, Tottex. ‘One 
of the reasons we started Tottex is that if it’s 
a success and it grows, we can employ lots 
of people. We can bring young people, men, 
girls, boys, everybody, into this brand from 
Tottenham - something Tottenham can be 
proud of.’
Instagram: @tottenhamtextiles @tottex
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Left: Jamz in the new Tottex collection. Right: Jasmine O’Brien in Tottex hoodie.





Malene 
Oddershede 
Bach
Malene Oddershede Bach started her 
namesake fashion label in 2011 specialising 
in high-end womenswear clothing which 
is sold worldwide. Their main stockists are 
Fenwick department store and Nordstrom.

Malene’s collection appears in showrooms 
during New York and Paris Fashion Week 
every year and have their first on-schedule 
fashion show during London Fashion Week 
this season. ‘Hopefully the show we’re doing 
in London is going to be a success and a big 
step for the brand,’ says Malene. 

Malene is originally from Denmark. ‘I was 
brought up on a farm in a small town with 
very few clothes shops. Whenever something 
nice came in everybody seemed to have it - 
the same top just in two different colours. My 
nan ran charity shops so I ended up going 
to a lot of them, and went shopping in other 
towns, in order to get something different to 
everyone else.’

She studied A Level maths at school and 
when she finished her studies she ‘ran away 
to London’ to work out what she wanted to 
do. One of her friends suggested she style his 
band and she gave it a go. ‘I decided I really 
wanted to focus on fashion design and ended 
up studying it at Middlesex University.’

Whilst studying her many jobs included 
costume design for the BBC and assisting 
designers. ‘When I graduated I got a job but 
realised I wasn’t able to work on my own stuff 
any more. You often have to sign your rights 
over to people you work for.’ She started her 
brand after winning Ones To Watch, which 
gave her the opportunity to share a catwalk 
with three other designers at London Fashion 
Week. ‘That launched it a bit quicker than I 
anticipated.’

Malene has lived and worked in Tottenham 
for over ten years. She started on Fountayne 
Road in a shared studio, later moving into 
her own space. Four years ago she moved into 
her current studio on Bernard Road. She also 
manages multi-purpose photography studio 
The Cove on Markfield Road and runs PJR 
Creative with her partner Paul managing 
90,000 sq ft of studio space in Tottenham.

Malene designs the line and her small 
team cut the pieces out in her studio which 
are then sent to a factory in Forest Gate to 
be constructed. It’s important to Malene that 
her garments are made in London. ‘It’s all 

about quality.’
Malene says that she wears 

most of her collection on a daily 
basis. ‘If I don’t wear it, why 
would anyone else want to buy it?’

Their luxury fabrics are made 
in Italy and Malene is known for 
her feminine floral designs with a 
tomboy edge.

She doesn’t plan her designs. 
‘As soon as you get started your 
creative bubble bursts and all of a sudden it 
starts making sense. They lecture people to do 
research, research, research but I think in the 
real world it all develops as you go along.’

‘The stories start with the fabrics and 
then everything gets created around these 
stories, it’s all Jacquards (textured fabrics) and 
textiles.’

‘At the end of the day a shirt is a shirt, it’s 
not redesigning the shirt because we have 
all these serious fabrics - it’s recreating it 
using them. You don’t want to start going too 
crazy when you’ve got loads of textures and 
patterns going on because they start getting a 
bit messy to look at.’

Although numerous celebrities have worn 
Malene’s dresses (including the cast of Game 
of Thrones!) she feels it’s important to see real 
women wear the clothes. ‘It’s all about how 
they’re wearing it, it’s not necessarily who 
they are.’

Her latest collection for Spring/Summer 
19 is based around the Icelandic poppy. 
‘They’re beautiful the way they spring out. 
They look a bit like aliens in a way. Not very 
pretty and quite hairy but then they grow 
to become this beautiful flower. A lot of the 
concept was inspired by Annihilation, the 
Netflix film, and the whole idea that nature 
is slowly absorbing, taking over control, 
morphing into and taking everything.’
maleneoddershedebach.com
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Malene (left); all other photos: 
Resort 19 collection



London Youth Support Trust
London Youth Support Trust (LYST), an 
independent charity, provides business support 
to young start ups that are economically 
disadvantaged (run by people between ages 18 
and 30) in the form of affordable workspace 
units,  business support and training.

LYST provides subsidised workspace for a 
period of two years to create ‘a small respite 
for businesses that perhaps had small funds 
to start up a business but couldn’t afford the 
commercial rates that were being offered.’ 

North London Area Manager Cliff Dobbs 
explained: ‘Our main concept is to work in 
deprived areas.’ LYST started off in Deptford 
in 2001, in partnership with Workspace Ltd, 
later opening on Mare Street in Hackney in 
2003 - the launch of the Hackney building 
was televised and saw an appearance from Sir 
Alan Sugar. The space stayed open until 2013. 

LYST moved into Tottenham in 2007 
and managed the Bernie Grant Enterprise 
Building for two years before moving over 
to the Tottenham Green Enterprise Centre 
(TGEC), which is still managed by LYST 
today. TGEC is a mixture of both commercial 
space for more established businesses and 
affordable space for start ups. Originally a fire 
station, there are 13 units for start ups in the 
cottages formerly used by firemen. 

‘Hopefully within two years the business is 
sustainable enough to move on to commercial 
rent. We’ve had a few successes where 
businesses have gone on to rent the units 
commercially and are continuing trading.’ 
Cliff told us HR Sports Academy, who 
provide sports activities for young people to 
help with empowerment, teamwork and job 
opportunites, did just that. ‘It is a fantastic 
social enterprise. They now have a team, 
provide work placements for  students and 
actively do sports activities with sixth formers.’

LYST also manage the 639 Enterprise 
Centre in north Tottenham. They got the 
tender in 2013 after the building was given a 
refurb following the 2011 riots across the UK. 
Cliff explained that it was the first time they had 
gone into partnership with a local authority, 
the GLA. ‘It was one of Boris Johnson’s 
pledges when he was Mayor to rebuild 
Tottenham. One of the key components was 
to address youth unemployment by looking at 
an enterprise centre that also provides training 
and employment, providing a place where 
people can go and access the support available. 
We partner up with local agencies, charities 
and CICs (Community Interest Companies).’ 

The 639 Enterprise Centre is also a mix of 
commercial and affordable start up space, and 
there are 16 units for start ups which are part 
of the two-year programme. Two years ago 
LYST won a tender to operate the building 
for another seven years, and will be working 
with Trampery who are specialists in co-
working space. 

Young people can apply to the programme, 
as long as they are not in full time employment, 
by putting together a business plan. ‘This 
shows a bit of commitment. It gets you into 
that mindset that you have to have a plan and 
you have to have a cash flow to back it up.’  

LYST offer training in both marketing 
and digital skills, and North London Credit 
Union are delivery partners for start up 
business loans.  They also work with volunteer 
mentors who are ‘there to provide guidance 
and support.’

‘One of our businesses runs the Young 
Enterprise Network. Young people get 
together and talk about issues that might 
be affecting their business, giving them 
an opportunity to network together and 
collaborate.’ 

They also enter the BBI Enterprise Minds 
Awards on an annual basis. In 2017, they 
received nine nominations and seven of these 
won awards. 

LYST CEO Pat Shelley said: ‘LYST offers 
young people a range of support which enables 
them to develop a thriving business. We not 
only offer business support but also pastoral 

support when young people may be having 
personal difficulties alongside their business 
ones. This support helps young people develop 
resilience and coping techniques, vital in both 
business and personal situations. We look to 
develop a more rounded individual who can 
move forward in a positive way. Our staff are 
experienced and highly skilled, as well as a real 
joy to work with.’

Tameka Archer, 30, founder and director 
of Meka Marketing, moved into the 639 
Enterprise Centre in March and is on the 
two-year programme. ‘Meka Marketing 
started out of a desire for me as a mum to have 
flexible working. I love marketing - it’s been 
my passion for over 10 years. I wanted to give 
my all to marketing and parenting at the same 
time. I originally started as a freelancer... it got 
to a point where I had more customers than I 
could manage on my own and the agency was 
naturally born out of that.’

Above: 639 Enterprise Centre. Below: Cliff Dobbs in the 639 Enterprise Centre reception

SPONSORED by LYST
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‘We use all forms of digital marketing 
to bring a company to life. We work with 
our clients and their growth objectives and 
explore every digital channel and how we can 
utilise and maximise results for them. We try 
to do things differently and be innovative in 
our approach.’

Tameka told us: ‘LYST has helped with 
the serviced office, the affordable rate has 
allowed us to focus finance on other areas of 
growth. They’ve also given me a great mentor, 
Ed, from Bank of America Merrill Lynch. 
He’s given me some sound advice as a mentor, 
providing a sounding board and some crucial 
feedback.’ 

Her plans for the future are to work with 
more clients locally and ‘to really make 
headway into the education sector.’ 

Dynamic Musiq, set up in June by Dolla 
Bey-Shitta, 27, is based in one of the cottages 
in the Tottenham Green Enterprise Centre. 
Dolla specialises in sound engineering, 
production, mixing and mastering and is also 
a rapper (Prince Dolla). Previously working 
as an engineer in his friend’s studio in south 
London, he wanted to open an affordable 
studio closer to home. 

‘The spaces are great - it’s really hard to 
find spaces like this. Secondly, they’ve just 
been on board with my idea. I think that 
helps if you’re starting a new business, the 
less obstacles the better. Even if you find 
obstacles, if there’s a way someone can make 
it easier then great.’

The recording studio offers sessions in 
vocal recording, mixing and mastering, 
production, and album and mixtape packages. 
Dynamic Musiq are also a business consultant 
for emerging artists. 

‘We’re looking to work with artists on a 
long term basis. I’d like to say, “Cool, we can 
do this, but it’s going to take two years.”  The 
old rule of if you do something for 10,000 
hours you’ll become a master at it... if you put 
time into your craft you’ll get results. It’s not 
just come in, record, and go... we have what 
they need to start a career.’

Jamelia Donaldson, 27, is the Founder 
and CEO of TreasureTress, ‘Europe and the 
Middle’s East’s leading product discovery 
box for women and girls with naturally 
kinky curly hair.’ She started the business 
in November 2015 and moved into the 639 
Enterprise Centre at the beginning of July. 

‘I love being surrounded by creatives, 
entrepreneurs and start ups, with access to 
help at any point. The support network is 
incredible and I am sure it will open up doors 
to many opportunities to grow and improve. 
I’d love to give opportunities to young women 
in the surrounding area.’

Jamelia told us: ‘I was bored of the typical 
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hair shop experience. I found it uninspiring 
and substandard compared to mainstream 
beauty shopping experiences.

‘I wanted finding new products to be fun 
again, and to share information I had learned 
over the years with women who looked like 
me. We should be able to receive advice, 
accurate hair care tips, and purchase products 
in one place - so I created what I wanted. 
A brand which represents the diversity and 
natural beauty of women who look like me, 
but also provides access to the latest and 
greatest products and brands across the world.

‘A major inspiration for me along the way 
has been my niece. I built my vision for the 
brand around her and what I felt she would 
need to develop a positive self-image and 
appreciation for her natural hair and beauty.

‘I have an incredible team and now a new 
office space which is exciting!

‘By the end of the two years, I plan to have 
a solid team, new space combining warehouse 
and offices, a solid internship/apprenticeship 
programme for those from underprivileged 
backgrounds and to completely change the 
way black and mixed race women explore and 
consume beauty.’

If you’d like to find out more about LYST 
and the services they have on offer, for start 
ups and commercial, visit lystbusiness.com 
or contact Cliff Dobbs cliff@lyst.biz 
07738 767 261.

Clockwise from left: Tameka Archer, Meka Marketing; Tottenham Green Enterprise Centre

Jamelia Donaldson, TreasureTress

Dolla Bey-Shitta, Dynamic Musiq (right)



King of Trainers
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Franklin Boateng aka King Of Trainers 
regularly shares news and updates about 
trainers  with his 130k Instagram followers. 
A social media consultant, Franklin 
has collaborated with brands including 
Footlocker, Stance Socks, New Balance, 
Puma, Nike and Adidas. He runs online jobs 
board Footwear Jobs and is responsible for 
awards show Drop of the Year where people 
vote on trainer releases from the past year.

How did it all start? Every summer when 
I was a kid I went to the States to visit my 
auntie. We didn’t have the internet back then 
so if I bought a pair of trainers they wouldn’t 
be seen in the UK for another year. In the 
school playground everyone would wait to 
see what I was wearing. They said ‘You’re the 
king of trainers!’ and it stuck as a nickname.

I had a trainer studio with some friends in 
Wood Green about ten years ago, called The 
Future Studios, where I used to customise 
and sell trainers.

After that I had a little internet forum 
called King of Trainers where I used to 
talk about trainers with my friends. I later 
registered the name on Twitter.

Then there was an emergence of trainer 
resale events. I wore a crown to an event and 
everyone was like ‘Who does he think he 
is?’ The next event I wore a crown and robe. 
People were offended. I said, ‘I’m not trying 
to be the king over anyone. I’m going to be 
the king of trainers news.’

I joined Instagram and used it to put out 
as much news as possible. I was posting 10 to 
20 pictures a day for three years before any 
brands would speak to me. Diadora was the 
first company to message me. A couple of 
weeks later they sent me 10 boxes of trainers. 
Now I’m being paid to post on Instagram.

Why trainers? Growing up, if you had a 
good pair of trainers it was like you were 
wearing a gold medal. You would want the 
most expensive trainers because it was a 
status symbol. I used to have a lot of Reebok 
classics. That was a clean trainer design.

How did you customise trainers? I used to 
put diamanté crystals on the white ticks of 
Nike Air Force Ones. My friend’s wife even 
wore some down the aisle!

What’s your relationship to Tottenham? 
Tottenham born and bred. My office is at 
Bernie Grant Arts Centre and I want to do 
more things here to benefit the area. Last 
year I set up an artisan market.

What’s your favourite trainer? I grew up 
on Nike because they used to make the 
most innovative and expensive trainers. My 
favourite model was the Air Max 90. My 
favourite trainer is the Jordan 4.  

What are your top tips for Instagram?
1. Make sure you have good content.
2. Don’t be worried about other people’s 
numbers. You’ve got to focus on your content 
and your goal.
3. You should be on social media to be social. 
Interact with other people.

Tell us about your role as ambassador for 
Heeling Soles. Heeling Soles take shoes to 
underprivileged kids all over the world to 
places including Haiti and refugee camp ‘The 
Jungle’ in France. After the fire at Grenfell 
myself and Heeling Soles co-founder (@
wordonthefeet), donated 100 pairs of trainers 
to the victims. 
Instagram: @kingoftrainers

Top to bottom: Franklin outside Bernie Grant Arts 
Centre; in his crown and robe; the early years.
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HOLCOMBE MARKET

You’ll find:

Hall’s Greengrocers 
Prestige Patisserie 

Reggae Village 
Thompson’s Seafood 

Winenrind 

@hallsgreengrocers
@prestigepatiss 
@reggaevillage1
@thompsonsseafood
@winenrind

Monday - Saturday 
7am - 5pm

@holcombemarket
1 Holcombe Rd, 
London N17 9AA

Come and shop local at Holcombe Market - something for every taste


